The cis-acting regulatory elements, e.g., promoters and ribosome binding sites (RBSs) with various desired properties, are building blocks widely used in synthetic biology for fine tuning gene expression. In the last decade, acquisition of a controllable regulatory element from a random library has been established and applied to control the protein expression and metabolic flux in different chassis cells. However, more rational strategies are still urgently needed to improve the efficiency and reduce the laborious screening and multifaceted characterizations. Building precise computational models that can predict the activity of regulatory elements and quantitatively design elements with desired strength have been demonstrated tremendous potentiality. Here, recent progress on construction of cisacting regulatory element library and the quantitative predicting models for design of such elements are reviewed and discussed in detail.
INTRODUCTION
Cis-acting regulatory elements are the DNA sequences playing regulatory role in the genome such as promoter, ribosome binding site (RBS), and terminator ( Figure 1A ), which can be bonded with transcription factors, RNA polymerase or ribosomes to regulate the rate of RNA transcription or protein translation. Cis-acting regulatory elements, together with structure elements like catalytic enzymes responsible for metabolic pathways [6] , as well as trans-acting elements like microRNA, protein or synergetic effector (e.g., CRISPRi) [7, 8] , make up the basic biological parts or building blocks, which can be used for designing and constructing artificial biological systems in synthetic biology research.
Cis-acting regulatory elements can generate spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression in an organism. In synthetic biology research, it usually needs to predefine and construct a number of fine-tuning regulatory elements with various parameters or characteristics, e.g., promoters and RBSs with a wide range of strengths or activity, to meet different requirements. For instance, when designing and assembling a new pathway for valuable compound biosynthesis, it is necessary to optimize the pathway to obtain a higher product yield. By precisely and quantitatively balancing the expression of enzymes in the pathway, it may not only eliminate the rate limiting steps, but also can effectively avoid the waste of resource by excessive expression, thus it is an effective optimization method to achieve this goal. Several strategies are available to achieve the moderate expression level of enzymes in the pathway [5, [9] [10] [11] : (i) using promoters with different strength to control gene transcription rate; (ii) using RBSs with different strength to alter the rate of protein translation; (iii) using protein degradation tags to balance the protein synthesis rate and degradation rate; (iv) using terminators to influence net protein output by controlling mRNA half-life. These strategies perform precise regulation on the synthesis of pathway enzymes at various biological processes, including gene transcriptional level, protein translational level, and post-translational level. In fact, in natural biological systems, the prediction and design the strength of cis-acting regulatory elements, including Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) modeling [1] , Artificial Neural Network (ANN) modeling [2, 3] , Position weight matrix (PWM) modeling [4] , and Biophysical modeling (e.g., thermodynamic modeling [5] ).
quantity of different kinds of proteins is tightly regulated. This behavior acts in accordance with the law of cell economics, which helps the cell to adapt itself for environment change and survive, but usually not to meet with our requirement. Therefore, in order to achieve our specific goal (e.g., biosynthesis of valuable products), it is necessary to destroy the original regulation systems and introduce new regulation laws into the cell when designing the biological systems. This requires the quantitative and fine-tuning expression of each enzyme of the pathway or network. Hence, development of regulatory element library with fine-tuning properties as well as the tools and databases have important significance for synthetic biology application (Tables 1 and 2 compared to the vast natural resources, only very limited biological elements have been explored. Take microorganism for example, only~1% of the total resources can be cultured by current technology. This results in an extremely low efficiency in exploration of the natural biological elements, thus a large number of novel elements is quite difficult to obtain due to the limitation of current biotechnology. Besides, more elaborate biological elements are required for the design of complex systems, but these elements are often difficult to directly screen from nature. Therefore, it is quite necessary to perform manual construction based on the existing knowledge and make full use of the library resources of natural elements. Two main approaches are available for manual construction of library according to the design principles: the one is based on random mutation and library screening, and the other is model driven design based on quantitative prediction models. The latter fits the goal and the concept of rational design in synthetic biology.
CONSTRUCTION OF CIS-ACTING REGULATORY ELEMENT LIBRARY
Regulatory element library consists of element sequences with various strengths of transcriptional or translational activity. Two main approaches can be applied to construct the library: (i) random mutation based construction and screening, and (ii) isolation of elements from native organisms ( Table 1) .
Random mutation based construction and screening
For certain prokaryote promoters, -35 box and -10 box are the relatively conservative regions, and the variation of the spacer region between these two boxes will alter the strength of the promoter [23, 24] . Therefore, a series of promoter sequences with various strengths can be generated by changing the space region sequence according to this principle. De Mey et al. [1] degenerated oligonucleotide sequence that encodes consensus sequences for Escherichia coli promoters separated by spacers of random sequences, and designed and synthesized a set of promoters with different strength. Siegl et al. [12] constructed and characterized a synthetic promoter library based on the -10 and -35 consensus sequences of the promoter for fine-tuning the gene expression in Actinomycetes, and obtained the relative strengths ranged from 0.02 to 3.19 compared to the wild-type sequence.
Random mutations can also be introduced into element sequences via using error-prone PCR technology. Mutations may randomly occur at a certain frequency by adjusting the reaction conditions during the process of PCR amplification for target element (e.g., increasing magnesium ion concentration, adding manganese ions, changing the concentration of dNTPs, or using low fidelity of DNA polymerase). A library composed of mutated elements with various strengths can be constructed after primary screening and strength assay. Compared with the aforementioned method based on randomized primers and spacer, a wider range of mutation region beside spacer was also included in error-prone PCR, such as -10 box region and -35 box region, which provides more choices for screening. Figure 1B depicts the general workflow of element library construction based on random mutation technology: (i) selection of the regions for mutation; (ii) design of PCR primers according to the selected sequence features; (iii) performing PCR amplification with wild type promoter sequence as a template; and (iv) isolation and screening of the mutation library. For the convenience of screening, a reporter gene such as green fluorescent protein gene (gfp) can be inserted into the plasmid vector following the mutation region, by quantitatively detecting the strength of mutated sequences via measuring the fluorescence strength of downstream GFP. Afterwards, mutants with various strengths will be picked out to construct a strength-gradient element library.
Random mutation based technology for library construction has been widely used in different bacterial systems, as well as some eukaryotic systems like yeast [1, 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . For instance, Qin et al. [13] applied this method to Pichia pastoris to construct a mutation library of the constitutive GAP promoter. They selected 33 mutated sequences with a wide spread of relative strength ranged from 0.006 to 19.6 to construct the library, which provides a useful toolbox for research and engineering application of the yeast system. Besides, Mutalik et al. [14] randomized the -10 and -35 motifs of the Ptrc promoter for design and construction of the synthetic constitutive promoter library, and further developed an expression cassette architecture for genetic elements controlling transcription and translation initiation in E. coli.
Isolation of elements from native organisms
Cis-acting regulatory elements with various activities can also be obtained directly by isolation from existing organisms. In a typical case of terminator engineering, Yamanishi et al. [11] evaluated the activity of 5,302 terminator regions in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As a result, terminator activities relative to that of the PGK1 standard terminator ranged from 0.036 to 2.52, thus the terminators with various strengths could be selected to construct a library called "Terminatome" Toolbox, besides isolation from yeast, Curran et al. [29] also developed de novo design approach to obtain synthetic terminators that can be used for modulating gene expression in yeast. The best synthetic terminator resulted in 3.7-fold more fluorescent protein output and 4.4-fold increase in transcript level compared to the commonly used CYC1 terminator. These isolated or engineered terminators are useful for the development of metabolically and genetically engineered yeast system.
QUANTITATIVE DESIGN OF CIS-ACTING REGULATORY ELEMENTS WITH DESIRED STRENGTH
Although random mutation based method is effective to construct the element library, it is still a laborious work with low efficiency, especially for the construction of different kinds of libraries for complex biological systems design. In addition, most protein elements such as enzymes and regulatory proteins lack high throughput method for library screening, and cannot quickly get the expected function of the mutant. To this end, researchers invested great efforts on discovering the complex relationship between element sequences and their corresponding strengths, and a series of quantitative prediction models have been developed based on the knowledge of the relationship. Quantitative prediction based sequence design thus becomes a trend of de novo element design for synthetic biology application. Figure 1C and Table 1 summarize the rational and irrational methods for quantitative design of cis-acting regulatory elements.
Rational design methods use the intrinsic law of interactions between protein and DNA to build biophysical models to design the sequence of DNA elements with expected parameters, such as specific strength of the promoters. However, design of such elements purely by rational method is still difficult at current stage, since it lacks sufficiently detailed information of macromolecular structures and interactions. Hence, more quantitative prediction models are built by irrational design methods, such as Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) modeling, Position weight matrix (PWM) modeling, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) modeling. These modeling methods are set up based on knowledge learned from existing element sequence feature and its corresponding strength, and do not need to know much about the exact mechanism of macromolecular interactions. More often, the relationship between sequence and strength is described by empirical or semi-empirical formula to construct quantitative prediction models that can be used under certain conditions.
Biophysical modeling
A biophysical model uses mathematical formalizations of the physical properties to simulate the behavior of biological systems. Such models can be used to predict the influence of biological and physical factors on complex systems. Take RBS design for example, a thermodynamic model was developed by Salis et al. [5] to predict the binding affinity between ribosome and RBS region based on biophysical modeling method. The designed RBSs could be used to fine-tune the translational initiation rate and expression level of downstream proteins. The correlation coefficient of model fitting is up to 0.9. This modeling approach is one of the most typical representative methods for rational design at present.
Recently, Brewster et al. [15] constructed a thermodynamic model of transcription and combined with the protein-DNA binding energy function to control a targeted gene expression level over three orders of magnitude in E. coli, and showed a good performance on prediction of expression level, which may provide an engineering tool for use in synthetic biology.
Na et al.
[16] proposed a mathematical model that uses mRNA sequence information to estimate translational efficiency. This model effectively estimates translational efficiencies based on mRNA-folding dynamics and ribosome-binding dynamics information. It facilitates over-production or optimization of protein expression level for the construction of robust networks in synthetic biology.
Juven-Gershon et al. [17] described the design and analysis of a super core promoter (SCP1), which contains the TATA box, initiator, motif ten element and downstream promoter element, and each motif is needed for full SCP1 activity. The super core promoter is useful for the enhancement of gene expression in cells.
Vilar et al. [18] provided a quantitative framework that accurately integrates sequence statistics with a biophysical model. The model considers a decomposition of the free energy of the protein-DNA complex into different modular contributions. It can accurately predict gene expression from statistical sequence information in combination with detailed biophysical modeling of transcription regulation.
Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) modeling
PLSR is a statistical method that bears some relation to principal components regression. It is often applied to find a linear regression model by projecting the predicted variables (matrix X) and the observable variables (matrix Y) to a new space. PLSR is especially useful in quite common case where the number of descriptors (independent variables) is comparable to or greater than the number of compounds (data points) and/or there exist other factors leading to correlations between variables. De May et al. [1] applied the PLSR method to characterize the relationship between sequences and strengths of E. coli promoters and established the prediction model, and then they found a good correlation between promoter sequence and strength. Under the guidance of model prediction and promoter knock-in technology, the authors chose the suitable strength of promoters to tune the expression of pathway genes and further optimize the metabolic pathway [30] .
Position Weight Matrix (PWM) modeling
PWM is a commonly used representation of motifs (patterns) in biological sequences. For DNA sequences, PWM is based on the independent contribution of each base pair to the relevant function. A PWM has one row for each kind of nucleotide and one column for each position in the pattern. PWMs are often derived from a set of aligned sequences that are thought to be functionally related and they have become an important part of many software tools for computational motif discovery. PWM models are commonly used to predict the promoter regions and transcription factor binding sites since they are simple and have a predictive success comparable to that of more complex models [31] . Rhodius et al. [4] indicated that PWM models can also be used to predict the promoter strength by its sequence. They proposed a new method to predict the strength of σ E recognized promoters in E. coli based on a PWM prediction model. They divided all 60 σ E promoters into several functional motifs including -35 motif, -10 motif, start motif, spacer, discriminator, and initial transcribed region, and correlated the measured strength with the sum of PWM scores of each functional motif. As a result, they found that the sum score of part of the motifs has a good correlation to the strength of the promoter and has a coefficient correlation R value ranged from 0.57 to 0.77.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) modeling
Although aforementioned modeling methods have made some progress in prediction of cis-acting element strength, most of the current models still fail to achieve high precision of strength prediction. In fact, due to the extremely complex nonlinear relationship between element sequence and strength, simple regression analysis methods commonly adopted by these models do not well reflect the nonlinear relationship. This reduces the prediction accuracy for sequence design. Artificial intelligence algorithms such as ANN are available to characterize the nonlinear relationship between inputs and outputs to build prediction models with higher accuracy.
ANN simulates the structure and functional aspects of human brain neural networks. The weight of neuron connection can be changed to be a suitable value after learning knowledge from training data set. ANN models have been widely used in various research fields of life sciences, e.g., protein structure prediction [32, 33] , protein stability prediction after mutations [34] , RNA secondary structure prediction [35] , and promoter recognition and structure analysis [36] [37] [38] . Further, our lab put forward a modeling approach based on ANN to characterize the nonlinear relationship [2] (Figure 1C) . The best training ANN model gets a high regression correlation coefficient of 0.98 for both model training and test. Both the correlation coefficient of non-linear regression and the predicting accuracy are significantly improved when compared to previous works. The quantitative design sequences with desired strength were also successfully applied to improve the expression of a small peptide BmK1 and fine-tune a key enzyme gene dxs for pathway engineering of terpenoids biosynthesis in E. coli. The predicting methodology and models are competent for de novo design of fine-tuning promoter and/or RBS elements with desired properties, which are of highly significance and importance for synthetic biology applications.
Tools and websites for cis-acting regulatory elements design
The establishment of aforementioned modeling technologies accelerates the construction of quantitative prediction models, and some useful tools and website applications have also been developed for design of cisacting regulatory elements such as promoters and RBSs (Table 2 ). For example, Na et al. [19] developed a tool named RBSDesigner (http://ssbio.cau.ac.kr/) which can predict the translation efficiency of existing mRNA sequences and design synthetic RBS for a given coding sequence to yield a desired level of protein expression. For promoter design, PromoterCAD is a web-based User Interface developed by Nishikata et al. [20, 21] for datadriven regulatory DNA design. The web server (http:// promotercad.org) allows the design of synthetic promoters with novel regulation functions to control gene expression in plants or mammals. PromoterCAD collected high-throughput expression and motif data from Arabidopsis thaliana and Mus musculus to guide synthetic plant or mammal promoter design.
PERSPECTIVES
Building genetic elements with desired strength or activity and building computational models that can predict the activity of a genetic element has been a real challenge in gene expression area over decades. More recently immense interest in synthetic biology and its applications in engineering pathways and producing valuable chemicals in microbes has brought back the sequence-activity modeling approaches to the forefront [2] . Understanding the key sequence determining the strength of elements will be in general valuable in predicting parts in ever increasing genome sequence data.
Biological systems are dynamic, fine regulated, nonlinear complex systems that are extremely difficult to predict their behaviors. The designability of biological systems is one of the basic hypotheses in synthetic biology research. Can we really achieve this goal? How can we achieve this goal? For quite some time, synthetic biologists have made great efforts and try to answer these questions. For cis-acting regulatory element design, researchers are often obsessed with troublesome problems. One of the problem is: how to characterize the correlation between sequence feature and the strength? To solve this, they have built many quantitative prediction models using different kinds of modeling technologies. How to understand and describe the extremely complex relationship thus becomes the key step toward the element sequence design. Another problem that should be consider is the "context effect" for quantitative design of elements. Take transcriptional circuit design for instance, Lou et al. [39] found that the sequence at the junction between the input promoter and circuit can affect the input-output response of the circuit. They gave a solution to the problem by designing ribozymes to construct a library of "insulator parts", which can be used to join synthetic gene circuits and the behavior of layered circuits can be predicted by mathematical models.
Existing modeling approaches provide methodologies from different perspectives to construct quantitative prediction models and achieve encouraging progress. In the near future, quantitative characterization and standardization of regulatory elements will promote the building of prediction models for different kinds of elements and organisms. With increasing understanding of the intrinsic complex mechanisms as well as the accumulation of standardized data in literatures or databases, it would help us easily to build quantitative models with high precision to facilitate both irrational and rational design of specific cis-acting regulatory elements with desired properties.
